ACCESSORIES & UPGRADES
In our world this qualifies as bling.

713.369.3138
TexasOriginalPits.com

— HEAT MANAGEMENT & GRILLING SYSTEM —

Heat Management Plate
The Heat Management Plate for your offset smoker is designed to drop directly into your pit just below the
main cooking grate. This plate was specifically designed to draw heat and smoke evenly across the cooking
surface to ensure that your food cooks evenly and consistently across the entire pit. It is made from 3/16" thick
plate steel eliminating "Hot Spots” and promoting even temps through the cook chamber during the slow
smoking process. *Please specify if you have a Single or a Double Lid Smoker*
Available Sizes
· 24” | SKU: HEA PLA 24
· 20” | SKU: HEA PLA 20
· 16” | SKU: HEA PLA 16

20" Second Level Slide-out Shelf

SKU: SLI-SHE-20

2nd Level Slide-Out Shelf adds an additional 530 sq. inch of grilling space and is used on our 20” diameter pit.,
made with heavy-duty ¾” #9 expanded metal and ½” square tube framing.
· Dimensions 14.5" x 36.5"

24" Second Level Slide-out Shelf

SKU: 24 SLI-SHE

Second Level Slide-Out Shelf adds additional 780 sq. inch of grilling space and is used on our 24 “diameter pit,
made with heavy-duty ¾” #9 expanded metal and ½” square tube framing.
· Dimensions 20" x 39"

36" Cactus Burner 250,000 BTU with Propane Hose

SKU: PCB-36

Burn away your grill’s greasy woes with the 36-Inch Propane Cactus Burner. Originally designed to help
ranchers provide animals something to eat and drink by burning cactuses during the Texas drought from 1947
to 1956, the easy-to-hold cactus burners can reach 250,000 BTUs and are great for burning off any grease or
other residue from your grill. These burners have an adjustable handle and a needle valve for comfort and
ease of use. For use with Propane only.

Firebox Propane Log Lighter

SKU: PRO-PAN-LOG-LIG

Texas Original BBQ Pits LP log lighter assembly is designed to fit into the firebox on all Luling, and Pearsall
backyard smokers. Designed to use with a 20# LP tank.
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